
Mr. Anthony alfano 
4532 Secohd Ave., 
York, Ph 17403 

gear Mr. Alfano, 

Mr. Lewthwaite forwarded your letter and article to me. 

In common with moss people you know nothing; at all about the JFK assassination 

although your sincerity in the beliefs you edprese is clear enough. 411 return to this 
mi  

briefly because I do not have mdqh time. You also Alsread the article..0 did not quote 

me as saying there was no conspir
I  
acy. I an not sympathetic to conspiracy theorizing. My 

work is restricted entirely to fact. The fact ailPne proves 14,thout question that there 

had been a conspiracy. The simplest means of understanding this is that the best shots in 

the world were unable to duplicate the shooting attributed to the duffer, Oswald. 

You article makes n 6ference to the time permitted for firing the three shots of 

1 the official story and i also ignores the fadt that th rifle was not denied for the use 

of a scope and thus had to be renoved from the eye for the bolt to be operated else the 

eye be but out. Therequired picking the target up in the scope feosh for each shot. All 

within 4.6 seconds. 

You refer to the loose or sloppy bolt tolerance for "speedy action."In most of the 

tests of which.' know the bolts hung. 

You conjecture about hoe the scope got onto the rifle. Oswald did not mount it. He 
bought it mounted. But you ,lso say nothing, NIA members that you are, about sighting it 

in You liter: can,t stick a scope on-a 4;.le and find it is automatically accurate. .0eeides 

which the scope on that rifle did not work right. 

Noefi'of the many yarns in the official mythologg has Oswald bench resting the rifle 

and in &Let in all of than that is impossible. Nor was it possible for him to have softened 

the rest and not interfered with the rifle natural vibrations by using loose books. 

He did not buy the ammo with the rifle and none came with it. 

Not even the wildest theory has any shot hittin'the President's head and exiting 

below the Adams amle."It did not happen and could not have happened. 

The "arcane was readily available for 

as Mussolini's contribution to humanitarian 

one for lectures I was then giving 1 bogght 

Japanese scope on that one. The rifle could 

Years, all over the country. It also was known 

warfare. When I decided that I should have 

one in Asadeana, OA in 1967, along with the 

have been biught in Danes for even less than 

the 010 by-mail 'ice. Until the JFK assassination made it famous. 
Sorry my typing °pant be any better. 

Sincerely, 

0,44/ 

liarold Weinberg 

r 



8/0/92  
Dear hr. Lewthwnite, 

Thanks for the call and for the Alfano nonsense. 

If hn'd read what the National Enquirer had on the JFK assassituxtion he'd have been 

better informed. 14-(71011.4144-gt 	miP. 
In fact he knows nothing at all about the assassination or that rifle, whatever ho 

, thinAsewouc its merits.  fit*,  
He is correct in saying that/5;a assassins would have used that piece of junk 

for the shooting. Be is also wrong in recommending the Garrand. 

The kind of rifle best suited to assassinating is of small caliber and a high 

velocity. 

When the assassin gets the rifle he does not know the conditions of the assassination. 

If he has a plan he cannoVassume that it will work. 

The higher the velocity as it leave the musz.41 and the lighter the weight of the 

bullet, generally spealdng the flatter its trajectory. 

I'm sure his barber shop has had many animated conversations on this adsassination 

no part of any one of which was ever in contact with reality) 

Thanks and best wishes 

I 


